Life at ultralow interfacial tension: Wetting, waves and droplets in demixed colloid-polymer mixtures
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Abstract. Mixtures of colloids and polymers display a rich phase behavior, involving colloidal gas (rich in polymer, poor in colloid), colloidal liquid (poor in polymer, rich in colloid) and colloidal crystal phases (poor in polymer, highly ordered colloids). Recently, the colloidal gas-colloidal liquid interface received considerable attention as well. Due to the colloidal length scale the interfacial tension is much lower than in the atomic or molecular analog (nN/m instead of mN/m). This ultra-low interfacial tension has pronounced effects on the kinetics of phase separation, the colloidal gas-liquid profile near a single wall and the thermally induced fluctuations of the interface. The amplitudes of these thermally excited capillary waves are restrained by the interfacial tension and are for that reason on the order of the particle diameter. Therefore, in molecular systems, the capillary waves can only be seen indirectly in scattering experiments. In colloidal systems, however, the wave amplitudes are on a (sub) micrometer scale. This fact enables the direct observation of capillary waves in both real space and real time using confocal scanning laser microscopy. Moreover, the real space technique enables us to demonstrate the strong influence of interface fluctuations on droplet coalescence and droplet break up.

PACS. 67.30.hp – 68.05.Cf Structure: measurements and simulations – 68.37.-d Microscopy of surfaces, interfaces, and thin films – 64.75.Xc Phase separation and segregation in colloidal systems

1 Introduction

At the beginning of the previous century, colloid science and statistical physics with the help of optical microscopy enjoyed an intimate and highly productive relationship. Starting from the seminal work of Einstein\textsuperscript{[1]} on Brownian motion, Perrin\textsuperscript{[2]} with simple, yet brilliant optical microscopy experiments determined quantitatively the sedimentation equilibrium distribution and Brownian motion characteristics of colloidal particles. From these measurements, which are considered to have finally proven the existence of atoms beyond any reasonable doubt, he deduced the first reliable value of Boltzmann’s constant, the key quantity underlying statistical physics. For this work Perrin was awarded the 1926 Noble prize in Physics. About 10 years later Smoluchowski\textsuperscript{[3]}, inspired by the ultramicroscopy observations of Svedberg\textsuperscript{[4]} on the fluctuating number of colloidal gold particles in a fixed region of space, developed the probability - after-effect method which may be considered as the foundation of the statistical physics of stochastic processes. (For an early review, see Chandrasekhar\textsuperscript{[5]} and for a more recent account, see the book by van Kampen\textsuperscript{[6]}.)

In 1908 Smoluchowski\textsuperscript{[7]} also developed a statistical physical theory of critical opalescence. The first direct visual observations of critical fluctuations were made by Debye and Jacobsen\textsuperscript{[8]}. They used a phase-contrast microscope to observe the concentration fluctuations in a solution of polystyrene in cyclohexane near its consolute point. While the thermal accuracy of $\pm 0.02$ K achieved by Debye and Jacobsen did not allow a clear separation of the critical fluctuations from the onset of phase separation, the subsequent pictures of critical concentrations fluctuations obtained by Beysens and co-workers\textsuperscript{[9]} with a thermal stabilization of the order of $\pm 0.2$ mK, established the fractal nature of these “clusters”, demonstrating the great potential for statistical physics of these direct visual observations. In his 1908 paper Smoluchowski\textsuperscript{[7]} also
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predicted that thermal motion inevitably gives rise to statistical fluctuations of the local position of the free interface between two fluids, such as that between a liquid and its vapor. A few years later Mandelstam [10] quantitatively described the interface roughness in terms of thermally excited capillary waves (50 years later Buff et al. [11], apparently unaware of the work of Mandelstam, produced independently, an extended version of the theory). The first direct visual observation of the interface roughness, due to thermally induced capillary waves, was reported in 2004 [12]. This observation was made on the free fluid-fluid interface in a phase separated colloid-polymer suspension with laser scanning confocal microscopy. In these systems the interfacial tension $\gamma$ can be made ultralow, down to nN/m compared to mN/m for atomic and molecular liquids, leading to a root mean square amplitude of the height fluctuations on the (sub) micrometer scale.

In this contribution we first review the background and measurement of the ultralow interfacial tension in demixed colloid-polymer suspensions, and describe the measurement and space-time characteristics of thermally excited capillary waves based on direct observations. We then present results which show that thermally excited capillary waves are of crucial importance for the rupture of thin liquid films in droplet coalescence and we show that in systems with ultralow interfacial tension the process of droplet break-up is influenced by thermal height fluctuations on a directly visible scale. We conclude with an outlook of the potential of direct observations of interfacial fluctuations for new developments in statistical physics.

2 Interfacial tension of a phase-separated colloid-polymer mixture

The interfacial tension in atomic and molecular systems scales as [13]

$$\gamma \sim \frac{\varepsilon}{\sigma^2},$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the depth of the minimum in the interaction potential and $\sigma$ the diameter of the atoms/molecules. For low molecular weight systems $\varepsilon \sim 1 - 2 \times 10^{-21}$ J and $\sigma \sim 0.3 - 0.4$ nm and hence we find $\gamma$ in the range of tens of nN/m in agreement with experiment. Equation (1) suggests that to obtain an (ultra) low interfacial one must make $\varepsilon$ small and/or $\sigma$ larger$^1$. However, for atomic and molecular systems these quantities are coupled. Larger particles also have a larger $\varepsilon$. On the other hand, in colloidal systems with entropy driven phase transitions, such as the isotropic-nematic phase transition of hard rod dispersions [14], the interfacial tension takes the form [15]:

$$\gamma \sim \frac{kT}{LD}$$

where $L$ is the length and $D$ is the diameter of the rods. With $L \sim 200$ nm and $D \sim 10$ nm, one obtains $\gamma \sim 1 \mu$N/m, which is indeed observed experimentally [16]. For the $I-N$ interface in a system of platelets one expects

$$\gamma \sim \frac{kT}{D^2}$$

with $D$ the diameter of the platelets one expects interfacial tensions as low as a few nN/m, which was confirmed experimentally as well [17].

In the above mentioned systems the phase transitions are between an isotropic and an (orientationally) ordered phase. A colloidal system that shows an entropy driven phase transition, which closely resembles the liquid-gas transition in atomic and molecular systems, is a mixture of colloids with non-adsorbing polymers. The addition of non-adsorbing polymers to a colloidal dispersion can induce a phase separation due to the depletion interaction between the colloids [18–20]. The depletion interaction is based on the fact that there is a region around the colloidal particles, the depletion zone, from which the polymers are almost entirely excluded. When colloidal particles approach each other sufficiently close for the depletion zones to overlap there is an imbalance due to the osmotic pressure exerted by the polymers. This imbalance induces an effective attraction between the colloidal particles (see Fig. 1).

The range of the associated depletion potential depends on the size of the polymer; its depth is proportional to the osmotic pressure which in turn is a function of the concentration of the polymers. Provided the attraction is sufficiently strong ($\sim kT$) and the polymer to colloid size is sufficiently large (>0.3), the colloid-polymer suspension phase separates into two different fluid phases: one colloid-rich ("liquid") and one polymer-rich ("gas") (see Fig. 2).

The interfacial tension between these two phases was measured for a system consisting of a mixture of organophilic silica colloids with a diameter $\sigma = 26$ nm and polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) with a molecular weight of 91.7 kg/mol and a diameter of 28 nm in cyclohexane. Two different techniques were used: the spinning drop method [21,22] and from the interfacial profile near a single wall [23]. The elongation of a spinning droplet due to the centrifugal pressure difference ($\sim \Delta \rho \omega^2 R^2$), is balanced by the Laplace pressure difference between the two phases ($\sim \gamma / R$), see Figure 3. Here, $\Delta \rho$ is the density difference, $\omega$ rotational speed in rad/s and $\gamma$ is the interfacial tension. From the measurement of the length $L$ and the radius $R$ of the droplet, the interfacial tension $\gamma$ can be calculated, using the expression derived by Princen et al. [24]

$$\gamma = \frac{\omega^2 a^3 \Delta \rho}{2 \alpha}$$

where $a$ is the radius of curvature of the top of the drop and $\alpha$ is a dimensionless number, both of which are determined by $L$ and $R$. For the system mentioned above, values for $\gamma$ in the range 3–4.5 $\mu$N/m were obtained [21,22] in good
Fig. 1. (A) Two Colloids with diameter \( \sigma_c \) in a sea of polymers with diameter \( \sigma_p \) exerting an osmotic pressure \( \Pi \). No polymer is present in the depletion zones around the colloids, leading to an effective interaction proportional to the osmotic pressure and the overlap volume of the depletion zones. (B) Schematic representation of the interaction potential between two colloids in a sea of polymers. In addition to the hard sphere repulsion, there is a short range attraction with a width proportional to \( \sigma_p \) and a depth proportional to the osmotic pressure.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the demixing of an initially homogenous colloid-polymer suspension in a coexisting colloid-rich (colloidal liquid) and colloid poor (colloidal gas) phase.

agreement with the scaling relation

\[
\gamma \sim \frac{kT}{\sigma^2}.
\]  

(5)

The interfacial profile at a single wall is determined by the balance between hydrostatic pressure (\( \Delta \rho g z \)) and Laplace pressure (\( \gamma/R \), \( R \) local radius of curvature of the interface). This yields the equation for the profile close to a planar surface:

\[
y = L_C \left\{ \cosh^{-1} \frac{2L_C}{z} - \cosh^{-1} \frac{2L_C}{h} + \left( 4 - \frac{h^2}{L_C^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} - \left( 4 - \frac{z^2}{L_C^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right\}
\]  

(6)

where the capillary length is given by \( L_C = \sqrt{\gamma/\Delta \rho g} \). While in principle simpler than the spinning drop method, the determination of the profile requires careful optical microscopy measurements. Aarts et al. [23] succeeded in performing such measurements (Fig. 4) and obtained results in good agreement with the spinning drop measurement.
3 Space-time characteristics of thermally excited capillary waves

From the theory of Mandelstam [10] it follows that the mean squared amplitude $\langle h^2 \rangle$ of thermally excited capillary waves is proportional to $k_B T \gamma$. Combined with the scaling relation (5) for the interfacial tension, this leads to

$$\langle h^2 \rangle \sim \frac{k_B T}{\gamma} \sim \sigma^2.$$  

(7)

In order to observe the thermally excited capillary waves with optical microscopy, the height fluctuations have to be at least of the order of 0.1 $\mu$m. We therefore used a system of colloidal particles with a diameter of 124 nm (fluorescent PMMA particles) in decalin, to which we added polystyrene with a molecular weight of $2 \times 10^6$ kg/mol (diameter 86 nm). In Fig. 5 we present confocal microscopy images of the interface approaching the critical point. Clearly, the interfacial fluctuations become larger (reflecting the decrease of $\gamma$) and the two coexisting phases become more and more similar.

In order to obtain quantitative information we determine the space-time characteristics of the thermally excited capillary waves through height-height correlations at two different space points at equal times and at two different times at equal space points (see Fig. 6).

The spatial correlation

$$g_h(x, t) = \left( \left[ h(x', t') - \bar{h}(t') \right] \times \left[ h(x' + x, t' + t) - \bar{h}(t' + t) \right] \right)$$

(8)

is obtained by Fourier transforming results of Mandelstam [10] for the amplitudes of the thermally excited capillary waves. This yields (see e.g. [25])

$$g_h(x) = \frac{k_B T}{2\pi \gamma} K_0 \left( \frac{x}{L_c} \right),$$

(9)

where $K_0$ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Note that this function diverges for $x \to 0$. The reason being that in the Fourier transformation leading to equation (9), no cut off for the large $k$ values has been used, while physically $k_{\text{max}} \sim \frac{\gamma}{\sigma^2}$. In Figure 7 we show experimental results for $g_h(x)$ and their fit to the theoretical expression. From it we obtain $\gamma = 19$ nN m$^{-1}$ and $L_c = 8.4$ $\mu$m. The fit is good, but a full understanding of the small deviations might require extended theory such as in [26,27].

Due to the ultralow value of $\gamma$ the capillary waves in the phase separated colloid-polymer mixture are damped with a damping factor [28,29]

$$I_k = \frac{[kL_c + 1/kL_c]}{2\tau_{\text{cap}}}$$

(10)

where the capillary time is given by the expression:

$$\tau_{\text{cap}} = \frac{(\eta_{\text{gas}} + \eta_{\text{liq}})L_c}{\gamma},$$

(11)
which for colloidal systems is raised by $\sim 10^5$ to 1–100 s. Besides the length scales, this timescale is a key element for clearing the path towards microscopy measurements of capillary waves.

Again Fourier transforming, taking into account the damping factor (10), one obtains

$$g_h(t) = \langle h(x,t')h(x,t+t') \rangle = \frac{k_BT}{2\pi\gamma} \int_0^\infty dk \langle kL_c \rangle \langle kL_c \rangle \exp \left( -\frac{(kL_c + (kL_c)^{-1})}{1 + (kL_c)^2} \frac{t}{2\tau_{cap}} \right).$$

(12)

In Figure 8 we show experimental results for $g_h(t)$ (it is difficult to obtain statistically accurate values for large times) and their fit to theoretical expression (12). From the fit we obtain $\gamma = 25$ nN m$^{-1}$ and $\tau_{cap} = 22$ s. From the interfacial tensions, capillary length and capillary time obtained from the height correlation functions we obtain a value of 60–80 mPa s for the combined viscosities of the phases, which is reasonable.

4 Droplet coalescence

The process of droplet coalescence is frequently observed in every day life. Whenever two liquid drops or a liquid drop and its bulk liquid come into contact, they may coalesce. The coalescence reduces the total interfacial area and is driven by interfacial tension. The phenomenon has been studied since the 19th century [30]. One may distinguish three stages in droplet coalescence: (i) film drainage, (ii) film rupture and (iii) growth of the neck. These consecutive stages are schematically illustrated in Figure 9. The film drainage [31] and the growth of the neck [32] have been studied extensively and the film rupture has been studied in relation in connection with film drainage [33,34]. Using a phase separated colloid polymer mixture we obtained for the first time [12] direct visual evidence for the crucial role of thermally excited capillary waves in the rupture event (see Fig. 10). Decreasing the surface tension by a factor of $10^5$ opens the way to
a more complete understanding of the hydrodynamics involved [35].

The kinetics of the coalescence event is determined by the competition between (slow) drainage of the film and the waiting time for a large fluctuation to rupture the film. While we have been able to determine waiting times as a function of state point [36], no complete theory for the kinetics of droplet coalescence incorporating interfacial fluctuations is available.

5 Break-up of liquid jets

Jet break-up [37] is closely related to the Rayleigh-Tomotika [38,39] mechanism of the instability of a liquid column. This mechanism of break up involves flow from regions of the liquid column with smaller radii (necks where the Laplace pressure is larger) to bulges where the pressure is lower, until pinch-off occurs. Out of all unstable disturbances, the fastest growing one has a wavelength of about ten times the column’s radius. Using molecular dynamics simulations, Moseler and Landman [40] discovered that in the break up of nanojets thermal fluctuations play a decisive role. They were able to account for their MD results by adding to the Navier Stokes equations a fluctuating stress first introduced by Landau and Lifshitz [41]. It is easy to estimate [42] that this fluctuating stress becomes dominant over capillary forces at length scales of the order of the thermal length $L_T = \sqrt{k_B T / \gamma}$. Therefore one expects that these fluctuating stresses become important on the nanoscale for atomic and molecular liquids as was indeed observed in the computer simulations by Moseler and Landman [40]. At the same time one expects them to become visible in a real experiment for ultralow interfacial tension systems as is indeed the case [42], see Figure 11.

6 Conclusions and outlook

In this contribution we have shown that thermally excited capillary waves at the fluid-fluid interface in a phase separated colloid-polymer suspension can be directly observed with confocal microscopy. The space-time characteristics which can be determined from these confocal microscopy measurements are on the whole well described by the standard capillary wave model [10,11]. However, it is certainly worthwhile to see whether the data provide indications for phenomenological extensions of the capillary wave model [26,27], for example with an elastic energy. Such evidence may show up more clearly in tilt angle distributions, which can also be obtained from the confocal images [43]. These tilt angle distributions sample the second moment of the capillary wave spectrum [27] and are therefore more sensitive to the bending elastic term. We have also shown that the thermally excited capillary waves are of crucial importance for droplet coalescence and droplet break-up. For droplet coalescence, the competition between film drainage and waiting times for large fluctuations determines the stochastics of droplet coalescence. This problem still deserves further attention. For droplet break-up we see that (Fig. 11) there seems to be a fairly sharp transition from a smooth pattern to a more corrugated pattern on decreasing the interfacial tension. This requires further analysis.

So far we have considered thermally excited capillary waves at a free interface. We have also observed capillary waves on wetting layers in colloid-polymer mixtures [44]. From these measurements we obtained evidence of an interfacial roughness $\xi_\perp$ proportional to the wetting layer thickness. Such a dependence has indeed been predicted for short range forces in $d = 3$ [45,46]. No simulations or experiments have reported this yet.

In conclusion the direct observation of thermally excited capillary waves, both at the free fluid-fluid interface as well as on wetting layers, opens new possibilities and challenges in statistical physics.
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